Implementing the 4-Digit Course Numbering System at the University of Guyana

On July 12, 2011 the Academic Board approved the Change in the University’s Course Numbering System from 3-digits to 4-digits. An implementation date of 2012/2013 was noted at the meeting of April 10, 2012.

All course codes will therefore consist of three letters followed by 4-digits. The letters represent the programme, the first digit represents the course level/year, the second digit the semester when the course is usually offered, while the last two digits are the sequence of approved courses.

The implementation will commence from the academic year 2012/13 for all courses. Existing courses will have the digit zero inserted between their 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} digits e.g.

\begin{itemize}
  \item ACT410 becomes ACT4100
  \item NUR312 becomes NUR3102
  \item PHM226 becomes PHM2206
\end{itemize}

Courses in the CEMPA/CEMBA programmes and some courses in LAW that do not have the regular University of Guyana numbering convention of three letters followed by three digits will remain unchanged e.g. LA 10B, FD 11A, EM 11C6 etc.